Accelerate time-to-market, improve efficiencies, expand customer reach

CHALLENGES FOR INSURERS TODAY:

- Continually rising demand for digital experiences
- Paper-based and Excel-based manual processes
- Backlog issues with legacy systems
- Disparate and costly tech stack with limited resources

IS YOUR ORGANIZATION FUTURE-READY?

- Reduce costs and improve CX in claims
- Increase conversion rate in sales
- Reduce complexities with underwriting and product development
- Quickly and easily make & deploy changes to meet evolving regulatory needs
- Integrate API/microservices
- Build a solution that's uniquely yours
Mendix and Capgemini partner to digitise and streamline the insurance industry

Capgemini and Mendix have joined forces to bring you solutions that will change the way you interface with Insurance. These low-code solutions accelerate digitalisation and integration of front- and back-end processes, enabling business transformation and improving customer experiences. Mendix and Capgemini jointly built and delivered two low-code insurance solutions: Direct to Consumer and Underwriter Workbench.

Direct to Consumer
The Direct-to-Consumer chassis helps you deliver application-based experiences to consumers faster than your competitors. Customisable templates act as a process kick-starter, and simple, straight-through processing streamlines execution. This enables Insurance carriers to deliver “quick to customer” insurance solutions that have a positive customer experience.

P&C Underwriter Workbench
P&C Underwriter Workbench from Mendix and Capgemini is the tool that brings all your underwriting tools and processes together under one roof. A single control panel serves as a one stop shop for underwriting tools and processes, improving efficiency and effectiveness.

Mendix Insurance Partners and Customers

Tech Partners
- Capgemini
- AWS
- coherent
- GUIDEWIRE
- IMBURSE
- SAP
- socotra

Customers
- Allianz
- The Ardonagh Group
- Berkshire Hathaway Inc.
- CHUBB
- Erie Insurance
- MS Amlin
- Ping An
- Prudential
- Zurich